UC Travel Insurance

UC Hastings provides health and safety travel coverage. These benefits are available at no cost to UC faculty, staff, and students who travel both out of state and out of the country on official UC business and to students in UC sponsored activities and programs out of the state and abroad. The coverage extends to travel companions and also includes a 7-14 day personal deviation and covers you and any traveling companions. Failure to register or provide complete information may result in communication delays or difficulties in receiving timely help in the event of an emergency.

What is covered?

- Travel for UC business or on a UC sponsored activity out of state and to foreign countries.
- Coverage chart for faculty and staff and FAQs
- Coverage chart for students and FAQs

Who is covered?

- UC Employees (Faculty, Staff)
- Students traveling on official UC business or UC sponsored activities
- Travel Companions

Examples of Benefits

- Emergency medical evacuation
- Security extraction
- Travel assistance
- Loss of personal property
- Emergency alerts and useful information to your travels such as embassy information
- Notices for immunizations needed for the country where you will travel

How do I get this coverage?

- Before every UC Sponsored trip, register at https://www.uctrips-insurance.org
- Click on “REGISTER YOUR TRIP HERE”
- Fill out the form. Make sure you input the nearest Airport Codes for the cities you are traveling to.
- Click “To complete your registration, click here to generate a travel assistance and insurance ID card.”
- Print insurance card and carry with you. Use the phone numbers listed on the card in case of an emergency or for inquiries.
- Also click “Click here to create your personal travel profile for this trip with iJet/Worldcue.”
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